
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Welcome to the monthly newsletter from the Elite Peasant. Each issue we will cover topics from yoga, 
wine and useful tips that guide towards a reuse, recycle and repurpose lifestyle.  

Welcome to The Art of Bliss 
 

 
YOGA COVID AND YOU 

Forbes recently published an article regarding 
the effect of Covid on yoga studios and it bares 
repeating.  Everything that students love about 
yoga—intimate classes, close-knit communities, 
emphasis on breath and dedicated attention 
from teachers—are also what make group classes 
feel increasingly risky amid the threat of the 
coronavirus. Respiratory droplets could spread 
infection during a group exhale in downward-
facing dog, an instructor may inadvertently pass 
germs from one student to the next as she 
corrects their asanas. The fear of health concerns  
alone can suck the calm out of even the most Zen 
practices. 
 

So, what does this mean for yoga teachers, 
studios and students?  For most studios who 
have weathered the storm, they are moving to 
smaller class sizes to allow for social distancing 
with more time in between classes to allow for 
proper disinfecting, and have removed all props 
requiring students to bring their own mats and 
props.  Unfortunately, this also means no hands-
on adjustments.  The changes for private yoga 
teachers are not all that much different with 
extra precautions for props and equipment, 
social distancing and limited to no hands-on 
adjustments.   
 
All of these shifts have increased the focus on 
online classes, however, it is hard for both the 
student and the teacher to make a real 
connection online, as so much energy moves 
from students to teacher and back during a live 
class.   
 
As we all figure out what works for our own 
practice and comfort levels, remember to be 
patient with the changes, optimistic for the 
return of some normalcy and determined to 
continue to find time, space and a place for your 
yoga practice. 
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Reuse. Recycle. Repurpose  

CANDLES 
100% hand-poured soy candles with 100% cotton wicks and organic essential oils in a recycled hand 

cut rough edge wine bottle 
16oz - $18 or 2/$30.   10oz - $12 3/$30   8 oz - $9 or 3/$25.    4 oz - $5 

Scents include respiratory blend, clove, cinnamon, lavender, eucalyptus, lemon eucalyptus, jasmine, 
cedarwood, lemongrass, orange, lemon and rosemary. 

 



 

 
Come out and Enjoy Wine & 
Yoga with new options 2021 

 
 
Yoga & Wine Class Zen to Zin hosted at La’Vella 
Grace Skin & Wellness Spa, 3091 Holcomb Bridge 
Road, Suite I2, Norcross, GA; sign-ups through 
La’Vella Grace 404-229-4219. 
Dates: TBD 
 
Y oga and Wine Pour Down the Peace, Art is 
Motion, 1560 Indian Trail Lilburn Rd #109, 
Norcross GA:   
January 15  from 7-8:30 pm  
January 24 from 5-6:30 pm  
 
Align & Wine…virtual yoga and wine in 
partnership with iRestore Fitness. 
TBD upcoming ZOOM  class 
 
UnWined with City of Dunwoody 
Will return in Spring, 2021 
https://secure.rec1.com/GA/dunwoody-
ga/catalog 
 
Follow us on social media or our website for 
the latest dates, times and locations for 
private, corporate and wine/yoga 
events. 
 
www.TheElitePeasant.com/yoga 

 
 

 

RECIPE PICK 
Garlic Basted Scallops on Herbed Polenta with 

Charred Asparagus 
 
Fresh Scallops (6) 
Asparagus 
(bunch) 
Instant Polenta (2 
cups) 
Half and Half 
(1/2  cup) 
2 cloves garlic  
Butter 
Olive Oil 
Chopped Parsley 
 
Start with the 

Asparagus. Bring a non-stick skillet to medium hot 
and place in the asparagus. Leave it for five minutes 
before flipping without adding any oil or seasoning. 
The asparagus should be charred and bright green. 
Remove and reserve. 
 
In a saucepan bring 2 cups water to a boil and add 
the polenta. Stir thoroughly and add the half and 
half. Continue to stir; if the polenta is too thick add 
water to desired consistency. Add salt, pepper, 3 tbs 
butter and a splash of olive oil. Taste for salt and add 
the parsley. Cover and reserve. 
 
In the non-stick skillet from earlier, bring  it to a high 
heat. Pat the scallops dry, add a bit of olive oil in the 
skillet and immediately place the scallops in a 
clockwise fashion in the pan. Season with salt and 
pepper and leave for about a minute and a half.  
 
Flip over, starting at 12 o’clock and working 
clockwise. Add 3 tbsp butter and the garlic and 
slightly tilt the pan so the butter pools in the garlic. 
Baste the scallops for a minute. They should feel 
springy to the touch. Remove from the pan. 
 
While the pan is hot, reduce the heat to low and add 
the asparagus, coating evenly in the butter garlic 
sauce from the scallops. 
 

Serve with a crisp Rosé 
 
 
 
 



WINE PICK 
 

Provence is known for lavender and Rosé. On the 
more delicate side, it is best paired with fish or 
poultry and would be excellent with oysters. 
 
The Castel des Maures Rosé is a Grenache and 
Cinsault mix that is dry and fruity with a mild and 
delicate sweetness. It has an apple with pear 
expression on the palate, a floral bouquet and a long, 

crisp finish. 
 
Look for the AOP 
Cotés de Provence 
designation on the 
label as your buying 
guide !! 

 
Enjoy!  

 
 

 
 
 

REUSE. RECYCLE. REPURPOSE 
Recycling into the New Year 

 
Winter is here and wow, is has been cold the past few 
weeks in Georgia.  But, post the holidays comes a sense 
of purging leading up to springtime and I wanted to take 
a bit of time to focus on great ways to recycle during this 
purging season.  

1. Learn about what your local area recycles and 
use your recycling bin to capture all of these 
items 

2. For items your local area doesn’t recycle, check 
out local drop off sites which accept cardboard, 
office paper, gas tanks, chemicals, electronics 
and more 

3. Utilize the local drop off sites also for glass 
bottles and follow the sorting guidelines 

4. These are some great centers worthy of your 
attention in the Atlanta Georgia area. 

a. CHaRM (https://livethrive.org/charm/) 

b. DeKalb County Recycling Centers 
(https://www.dekalbcountyga.gov/sanitat
ion/recycling-centers) 

c. North Fulton Recycling Centers 
(https://keepnorthfultonbeautiful.org/rec
ycling-center-1) 

Clothing and some linens or household items can 
also be recycled through donations at Drake Closet, St. 
Vincent de Paul, Assistance League of Atlanta, and 
various homeless shelters.  You can also find uses for 
worn out towels, blankets at sheets at your local animal 
shelter.  I realize these drop-offs take time, but they keep 
items out of landfills and very often they get into the 
hands of those who need them. 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We really appreciate your business, support and 
feedback, and truly value you as a customers and friends. 
Our goal is to provide the very best service and continue 
to improve. We are looking to gain feedback on our 
service so that we can enhance your experience and 
continue to grow. 
 
We would love to hear your feedback, and I would be 
incredibly grateful if you could take a couple of minutes to 
write a quick Google review for us. This will help us let 
others recognize the value and services we provide. 
To submit your review, simply click the link below. 
https://g.page/the-elite-peasant/review?gm 
 
Thank you so much for taking the time to leave a review. 
Your feedback is highly appreciated and important to us 
and I look forward to reading your comments.  Feel free to 
also read our current reviews, which give us a 5.0! 

Many thanks, 

Nicole @ The Elite Peasant 
 

THANK YOU 
Thank you to all our wonderful clients, 

customers, event hosts and supporters.  It has 
been an interesting year to say the least, but we 
are grateful to have continued to stay busy and 

teaching.  Certainly we, like everyone else, have 
had to make adjustments but we are thankful to 
all of you for your continued support and look 

forward to continued growth in 2021! 


